
Happy D.
Archetypical bathroom design in the shape of a “D”: 

a complete range of products with great value—to make 

everyone happy.
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D for design

Sieger Design used one letter 

to create an entire collection: 

the Happy D. washbasin.
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Why is Happy D. so successful? Perhaps because the range is reasonably priced in 

spite of its high design quality. Perhaps because Happy D. is such a versatile bath-

room range. Perhaps because the D-shaped washbasin is unmistakable. Happy 

D. is to bathroom design what Bauhaus is to architecture: simple, elegant and 

timelessly modern — a veritable icon that has gained many friends and numerous 

design prizes since it was introduced.

Design by Sieger Design
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The varied selection of products in the Happy D. range shows how an entire design universe can be created from a single 

letter: washbasins, console basins, handrinse basins, WCs and bidets in all sizes and variations, supported by an extensive 

furniture range. Despite its extensive options, the Happy D. range allows for simple planning. Its distinctive language also 

makes it possible not only to design for different room layouts but also for different furnishing styles.
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Clear and uncluttered: the Happy D. bathroom is streamlined and sleek. This consistency in design is refl ected in the bidet, WC 

and washbasin with design siphon and chrome towel rail underneath. The freestanding bathtub with acrylic panelling - also 

available with a whirlpool system – makes for a perfect centerpiece.
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Part of the success of Happy D. can also be attributed to its extensive furniture range. The practical modular range and 

chic singular pieces are available in two designs. (below) The variable consoles provide a large design scope: with or without 

vanity unit, right or left, with washbasin or console basin. The vanity units are available in various widths, fi tted precisely to 

the ceramic. (right) There are fi ve fi nishes in real wood veneer, wood décor or white high gloss.
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22 White Highgloss

24 Macassar

26 American Cherry

65 Bleached Oak13 American Walnut
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Like the vanity units, the Happy D. consoles offer plenty of storage space, as does the wall-mounted tall cabinet (176 x 50 x 

36 cm), shown here in American Cherry real wood veneer. The Happy D. bathtub is a true eye-catcher (right). It can be adapted 

to any room layout thanks to its various applications: built-in, back-to-wall, corner, undermount, and freestanding. Shown 

here with elegant panelling – available in four wood fi nishes or sanitary acrylic. 
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       More information about  Happy D. 

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 302/334/341

WonderGliss >page 265

Overview of furniture finishes >page 272

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 198/256
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